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Prodigal Son by Danielle Steel is here! If you'd like to enhance your experience while reading Prodigal Son then this book review
and study guide is perfect for you! Yes, in Prodigal Son, Danielle Steel once again takes us on an action packed roller coaster ride
that you're sure to enjoy. When you read Prodigal Son: A Novel by Danielle Steel - Reviewed you will get a deeper understanding of
the characters and plot found in Prodigal Son as well as the themes included in the novel. You also get a detailed chapter by
chapter breakdown and analysis of the events as they unfold along with a glossary of the important characters and terms used in
the original book. Just in case that's not enough for you I've also included a list of possible study questions (book club
discussions topics) and quotes from the book that I found interesting.Wrapping it all up is a discussion of the critical reviews for
Prodigal Son as well as my overall opinion of the book. Plus much more!Whether you're reading this for a book club, school report,
or just want to find out what happens before diving into the full length book, you can use this book review and study guide to get
most out of your experience reading Prodigal Son: A Novel by Danielle Steel.
In Danielle Steel’s beloved #1 New York Times bestselling novel, two strangers meet unexpectedly and fall in love in the City of
Light. As president of a major pharmaceutical empire, Peter Haskell has everything: power, position, and a family that means
everything to him. Compromise has been key in Peter Haskell’s life, and integrity is the base on which he lives. Olivia Thatcher is
the wife of a famous senator. She has given to her husband’s ambition and career until her soul is bone-dry. She is trapped in a
web of duty and obligation, married to a man she once loved and no longer even knows. Accidentally, they meet in Paris. Their
totally different lives converge for one magical moment in the Place Vendôme, as Olivia carefully, silently, steps out of her life and
walks away. Peter follows her, and in a café in Montmartre, their hearts are laid bare. Peter, once so certain of his path, is suddenly
faced with a professional future in jeopardy. Olivia is no longer sure of anything except that she can’t go on anymore. Five days in
Paris is all they have. They go back to their separate lives, but nothing is the same. Everything they believe is put on the line, until
they each realize they must stand fast against compromise and face life’s challenges head-on. Danielle Steel’s classic novel is
about honor and commitment, love and integrity—and the strength to find hope again. Five Days in Paris will change your life
forever. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Danielle Steel's Hotel Vendome.
Prodigal Son by Danielle Steel A 15-minute Summary & Analysis Preview: "Prodigal Son" is the story of a man who loses
everything that he considers important in his life only to discover how much more there is to happiness. His process of selfdiscovery includes reconciling with his long estranged twin brother, divorcing his wife, and then discovering a shocking secret that
changes everything. The story has twists, turns, and revelations and the main character evolves along with the story. Peter
McDowell is a hot shot Wall Street executive with a beautiful wife and two sons. His life of luxury ends when the economic collapse
of 2008 leaves him without a job or any options. His wife opts for a life of continued luxury with her rich father in Los Angeles and
takes both children with her. At first, there seems to be hope for the relationship when Peter's father-in-law offers to put him on the
payroll, but with no real profession... PLEASE NOTE: This is an unofficial "summary and analysis" of the book and NOT the original
book. Inside this Instaread Summary & Analysis of Prodigal Son - Summary of entire book - Introduction to the Important People in
the book - Analysis of the Themes and Author's Style
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In a rich historical novel of family and World War II, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Danielle Steel unfurls a powerful saga that spans generations and continents. This is a story of courage, friendship, and fate as two
families face the challenges of war . . . and the magnificent stallion that will link them forever. PEGASUS Nicolas von Bingen and
Alex von Hemmerle, titled members of the German aristocracy, have been best friends since childhood. Both widowers, they are
raising their children—Nick’s two lively boys and Alex’s adored teenage daughter—in peace and luxury on the vast Bavarian estates
that have belonged to their families for generations. While Nick indulges in more glamorous pursuits, Alex devotes himself to
breeding the renowned white Lipizzaner horses that enthrall audiences throughout Europe with their ability to dance and spin on
command, majestic creatures whose bloodlines are rare and priceless. But it is Nicolas’s bloodline that changes everything, when
his father receives a warning from a high-ranking contact inside the Wehrmacht. A secret from the past has left the family
vulnerable to the rising tide of Nazism: Nick’s mother, whom he never knew, was of Jewish descent. Suddenly Nicolas must flee
Germany, wrenching his sons away from the only home they have known, sailing across the Atlantic for a new life in America. Their
survival will depend on a precious gift from Alex, their only stake for the future: eight purebred horses, two of them stunning
Lipizzaners. In Florida, where Nicolas joins the Ringling Brothers Circus, he becomes Nick Bing, with Alex’s prize white
stallion—now named Pegasus—the centerpiece of the show. In this extraordinary book, Danielle Steel tells the story of a family
reinventing itself in America, while the country they left behind is engulfed in flames and madness, and men like Alex von
Hemmerle are forced to make unbearable choices. Alex’s daughter will find sanctuary in England. In America, Nick will find love,
his sons will find a future, and their left-behind world will eventually find them. A novel of hope and sacrifice, of tragedy, challenge,
and rebirth, Pegasus is a brilliant family chronicle that unfolds across half a century—a masterwork from one of our most beloved
writers.
India lives in a large, luxurious house with a mum she can't stand and a dad she adores, though he hasn't had much time for her
recently. She seeks solace in her journal, which she keeps in sincere imitation of her heroine, Anne Frank. Treasure lives on t
Turning Point
Finding Ashley
Matters of the Heart
Coming Out
The Dogs We Love
This companion to Prodigal Son includes: - Summary of the book- Character Analysis- A Discussion on Themes - and much more!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This vibrant, tender, and moving tale pulses with the excitement of New York City, as Danielle Steel explores
twists of fate, and the way that sometimes, in special places, friends can be the family we need most. They come together by chance in the heart of New
York City, four young women at turning points in their lives. Claire Kelly finds the walk-up apartment—a spacious loft in Hell’s Kitchen. But the aspiring
shoe designer needs at least one roommate to manage it. She meets Abby Williams, a writer trying to make it on her own, far away from her successful
family in L.A. Four years later, Morgan Shelby joins them. She’s ambitious, with a serious finance job on Wall Street. Then Sasha Hartman, a medical
student whose identical twin sister is a headline-grabbing supermodel. And so the sprawling space, with its exposed brick and rich natural light, becomes a
home to friends about to embark on new, exhilarating adventures. Frustrated by her ultra-conservative boss, Claire soon faces a career crisis as a designer.
Abby is under the spell of an older man, an off-off-Broadway producer who exploits her and detours her from her true talent as a novelist, while destroying
her self-confidence. Morgan is happily in love with a successful restaurateur who supplies her roommates with fine food. At her office, she begins to
suspect something is off about her boss, a legendary investment manager whom she’s always admired. But does she even know him? And Sasha begins an
all-work-no-play residency as an OB/GYN, as her glamorous jet-set sister makes increasingly risky decisions. Their shared life in the apartment grounds
them as they bring one another comfort and become a family of beloved friends. Unexpected opportunities alter the course of each of their lives, and as they
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meet the challenges, they face the bittersweet reality that in time, they will inevitably move away from the place where their dreams began.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this blockbuster novel from Danielle Steel, two estranged sisters get the chance to connect again and right the
wrongs of the past. Melissa Henderson is leading a quiet life. Once a bestselling author, she now pours all her energy into renovating a Victorian house
nestled in the foothills of rural New England. Six years ago, she lost her young son to cancer, and her marriage dissolved. She stopped writing. It was only
when she bought the old house that Melissa found a purpose, and came alive as she made it beautiful again. After a wildfire that threatens her home appears
on the news, Melissa receives a call from her sister, Hattie. They were close once, but that was before Melissa withdrew from the world. Now Hattie, who
became a nun at twenty-five, is determined to help Melissa turn a new page, even if it means reopening one of the most painful chapters of her life. At
sixteen, a pregnant Melissa was sent to a gloomy convent in Ireland to have— and give up—her baby, to spare the family shame. All these years later, Hattie
feels compelled to embark on a journey that will change both their lives forever, and track down the child Melissa gave up. Finding Ashley is a masterpiece
of contemporary drama and tells a gripping story of the strength of the human spirit to chase an impossible dream. It is the story of two strong, brave
women turning wrenching loss into reconnection, and a family reunited after bringing dark secrets into the light.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Danielle Steel fearlessly tackles a catastrophe and its aftermath with characters who are joined together by accident,
then share their vulnerabilities, regrets, losses, and hopes. Hurricane Ophelia is bearing down on New York City. And in a matter of hours, six people,
along with their families, friends, and millions of other New Yorkers living around them, will be caught up in the horrific flooding it unleashes. Ellen
Wharton has flown into New York from London, regardless of the weather and her husband’s worry. The successful interior designer is intent on seeing her
lively architect mother and has an important personal appointment to keep. But despite Ellen’s urging, when the storm hits, seventy-four-year-old Grace
Madison refuses to leave her Tribeca apartment in the midst of the evacuation zone, and they must eventually wade through chest-high water to the police
boats outside. British investment banker Charles Williams is traveling on business but is also eager to see his young daughters, who live with his beautiful,
estranged ex-wife in SoHo. Desperate to find them, he checks the shelters where thousands have taken refuge and runs into Ellen and her mother. Juliette
Dubois, a dedicated ER doctor, fights to save lives when the generators at her hospital fail. NYU students Peter Holbrook and Ben Weiss, living in a shabby
downtown walkup, are excited by the adventure of the approaching hurricane, refuse to evacuate, and settle in with junk food and beer until their building
threatens to collapse. Should they swim for it or not? A day of chaos takes its toll. Lives, belongings, and loved ones are swept away. Heroes are revealed as
the city and New Yorkers struggle to face a natural disaster of epic proportions. And then the real challenge begins, as the survivors face their futures, with
damage to repair and scars to heal. Keenly observed and brilliantly told, this is an unforgettable story that proves that while life can change in an instant,
even the darkest storm can bring forth courage, resilience, unexpected joy, and new life. And it reminds us all that nature, at its fiercest, is a powerful force
nothing and no one can resist.
After the wedding of Diana Goode and Andrew Douglas, Diana teases that they will make a baby on their honeymoon. But long afterward, she is still not
pregnant. As Diana and Andrew wait out each month only to be bitterly disappointed, they are forced to question just how much they are willing to go
through to have a baby. Charlie Winwood dreams of a house filled with children. His bride, party-girl actress Barbie Mason, has other ideas. When he
discovers he is sterile, Charlie has to rethink his deepest values -- and his marriage to a woman who shares none of his dreams. After ten years of living
together, Pilar Graham, a prominent Santa Barbara attorney, marries Judge Brad Coleman, who is nineteen years her senior and father of two grown
children. They are happy with their comfortable life together, à deux, until Pilar begins to wonder if she will someday regret not having a baby with Brad.
Are they crazy to begin now -- with Brad about to become a grandfather and Pilar with a busy career, and in her early forties, possibly putting herself at
risk? Through the lives of these couples, Danielle Steel shows us the mixed blessingswe face as we build our families and live our modern lives. She
touches us with the triumphant people who prevail, their victories, their defeats, their tragedies and joys, their compromises, their lives.
Prodigal Son: a Novel by Danielle Steel - Reviewed
The Sins of the Mother
Impossible
A Perfect Life
The Gift
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In Northern California two successful CEOs are both indispensable to their growing
companies’ futures. Both are brilliant at the power game. But the difference between them is huge. One is a man, the
other a woman. In this riveting novel, Danielle Steel explores what that means as she takes readers into the rarefied world
of those at the pinnacle of international business and reveals the irrevocable choices they make, what drives them, and
how others perceive them. The heady drug of power impacts everything they do. POWER PLAY Even though Harvardeducated Fiona Carson has proven herself under fire as CEO of National Technology Advancement, a multibillion-dollar
high-tech company based in Palo Alto, California, she still has to meet the challenges of her world every day. Devoted
single mother, world-class strategist, and tough negotiator, Fiona weighs every move she makes, and reserves any
personal time for her children. Isolation and constant pressure are givens for her as a woman in a man’s world. Miles
away in Marin County, Marshall Weston basks in the fruits of his achievements. At his side is his wife, Liz, the perfect
corporate spouse, who has gladly sacrificed her own law career to raise their three children and support Marshall at every
step. Smooth, shrewd, and irreproachable, Marshall is a model chief executive, and the power he wields only enhances his
charisma and is his drug of choice. And to maintain his position, he harbors secrets that could destroy his life at any
moment. His world is one of high risks. Like many women in her position, Fiona has sacrificed her personal life for her
career, while Marshall dances dangerously close to the edge and flirts with scandal every day. Both must face their own
demons, and fight off those who are jealous of their success. Their lives as CEOs of major companies come at a high price.
And just how high a price are they willing to pay? Who are they willing to sacrifice to stay on top? Those they love, or
themselves? Danielle Steel’s gripping, emotionally layered novel explores the seductive and damaging nature of power.
Success and greed, trust and deception, love and loss—all come to a head in this compelling drama of family, careers,
infidelity, and the sacrifices some people make to hold on to power . . . or to let it go. BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Danielle Steel's Prodigal Son. Praise for Power Play “In peak form, Steel examines the effects of power on
the lives of male and female CEOs in this insightful, all-too realistic novel . . . to dramatize just how differently men and
women handle corporate power and personal responsibility.”—Booklist “Connecting two powerful CEOs through their
children’s romantic involvement, the author uses her signature low-key . . . style to examine personal and professional
morality. . . . Appealing fare from Steel.”—Kirkus Reviews
In her 55th bestselling novel, Danielle Steel explores the seasons of an extraordinary friendship, weaving the story of
three couples, lifelong friends, for whom a month’s holiday in St. Tropez becomes a summer of change, revelation, secrets,
surprises, and new beginnings . . . As Diana Morrison laid the table for six at her elegant Central Park apartment, there
was no warning of what was to come. Spending New Year’s Eve together was a sacred tradition for Diana, her husband of
thirty-two years, Eric, and their best friends, Pascale and John Donnally and Anne and Robert Smith. The future looked
rosy as the long-time friends sipped champagne and talked of renting a villa together in the South of France the following
summer. But life had other plans . . . Just two weeks after New Year’s, tragedy strikes the heart of their close circle, as
Robert Smith suffers a sudden, unexpected loss. Without hesitation, Diana and Eric, Pascale and John rally to his side,
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united in their support, love, and shared grief. Convinced that a change of scenery is just what Robert needs, they urge
him to join them on the Riviera in August. But as they soon discover, the ramshackle old mansion they rented in St.
Tropez--sight unseen--is far different from the exquisite villa and sun-drenched gardens touted in the brochure. Cobwebs
hang from the ceiling. Beds collapse beneath them. All while a would-be housekeeper in a leopard-skin bikini and six-inch
heels sashays through the house with a trio of yapping poodles at her heels. But the biggest surprise of all is the woman
Robert invites to the villa as his guest--a lovely, much-younger film actress with mile-long legs and a million-dollar smile.
Diana and Pascale hate her on sight. But the men are dazzled. And amid the crumbling furniture and the glorious sunsets,
the strained relationships and the acts of forgiveness, more surprises are in store for the villa’s occupants. With the last
days of summer fast approaching, each couple finds themselves changing in unexpected ways, as old wounds are healed,
new love discovered, and miracles unfold...all beneath the dazzling sun of St. Tropez. By turns wise and moving,
heartbreaking and wickedly funny, Danielle Steel’s new novel is about forgiving without forgetting, about the sorrow that
shadows our lives and the hope that saves us. And it is about once-in-a-lifetime friendships . . .the kind that heal, sustain,
and change us forever.
Twin brothers are reunited after twenty years of silence and blame when the prodigal son returns home . . . In a matter of
days, Peter McDowell loses everything he has worked so hard for - his wealth, his property, his livelihood as an investment
banker. As the stress takes its toll, it causes a rift in his marriage that he cannot repair. Stripped of everything, he has
only one place he can retreat: a lakeside cottage he inherited from his parents twenty years ago. A beloved small-town
doctor, a devoted family man and a pillar of his community, Michael McDowell serves others selflessly. Only Peter knows
how he manipulated their parents when the boys were young, driving Peter away. At first, Peter dreads seeing Michael
again. But to his surpise their reunion is tender and real. Only later, as Peter mulls over his late mother's journals, does he
begin to question what lies beneath Michael's perfect surface. In a race for time, Peter throws caution to the wind to find
the truth. What he discovers will change their lives, the lives of their children and an entire town for ever.
When a high-powered gallery owner collides with a wildly offbeat artist, it’s the perfect recipe for disaster. But in her 63rd
bestselling novel, Danielle Steel proves that when two hopelessly mismatched people share a love for art, a passion for
each other, and a city like Paris, nothing is truly impossible…or is it? Everything Sasha does is within the boundaries of
tradition. Liam is sockless in December. Sasha is widowed, a woman who knows she was lucky enough to be married to
the most wonderful man in the world and thankful for every moment they had. Liam is half in and half out of a marriage
that only a “wacky” artist could manage, and that his own impossibly impulsive behavior has helped tear apart. But while
Sasha has been methodically building her father’s Parisian art gallery into an intercontinental success story, Liam has
been growing into one of the most original and striking young painters of his time. So while the two are utterly
unalike–and a nine-year age difference stares them squarely in the face–the miracle of art brings them crashing together.
Now the question is, can Sasha guard her reputation while juggling a secret, somewhat scandalous relationship? And how
can Liam, who lives for the moment, put up with a woman who insists on having things her own way, in her own style, and
at her own time? For Sasha, it’s a matter of keeping Liam hidden from her grown children and well-heeled clientele as she
commutes between New York and Paris and two thriving galleries. For Liam, it’s about creating chaos out of order,
bringing out the wild streak that Sasha barely knows she has, of choosing pizza over foie gras, and making love when
others are busy making money. That is, until a family tragedy suddenly alters Liam’s life–and forces a choice and a
sacrifice that neither one of them could have expected. But from the snow falling on the Tuileries to the joy of eating ice
cream by candlelight, the artist and the art dealer have tasted perfection. And giving up now might just be the most
impossible thing of all. With unerring insight into the hearts of men and women– and into the soul of the artist –Danielle
Steel takes us into a world of glamour and genius, priceless art and dazzling creativity. From the luxurious galleries of
Europe to the endless beaches of the Hamptons, ImPossible weaves an extraordinary tale of love and compromise, of
taking chances and counting blessings. With brilliant color and breathtaking emotion, Danielle Steel has written her most
compelling novel to date.
In her fifty-eighth bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells the breathtaking story of a mother’s love and a son’s gift, of the
tragedy that nearly destroyed a family...and the miracle that saved them. Johnny Angel With a word or a smile, seventeenyear-old Johnny Peterson could light up a room, fill his mother’s heart with pride, and inspire the best in those around
him. A star athlete and class valedictorian, tall, lanky Johnny had a future filled with promise--until he stepped into a car
on prom night, dazzling in his rented tux, and in an instant, it was all taken away. In the months that follow, Johnny’s
family and high school sweetheart, Becky, struggle to put together the pieces of their shattered lives. No one is more
devastated than Johnny’s mother, Alice, whose oldest son owned her heart from the day he was born. But amid the
heartache, something miraculous is about to happen to the Peterson family, something that will alter the course of each of
their lives. When a sudden illness sends Alice to the hospital, a glorious vision comes to her in her dreams. There,
standing before her, is Johnny himself, with that familiar twinkle in his eye, gently urging his bewildered mother to be
strong for her splintered family. For Alice, seeing her marvelous lost boy is a miracle she can’t quite believe but is more
than willing to embrace. In the weeks to come, Johnny will appear in the most unlikely places, visible only to the two
people who need him most: his nine-year-old brother, locked in a silent world, whose special needs Johnny always seemed
to understand…and his mother, who has always nurtured her family, but who now needs a guardian angel of her own.
Through a season of hope and healing, Johnny will walk by his mother’s side, leaving miracles in his wake, leading his
parents, his girlfriend, his sister, and his brother out of their grief. But as Alice is about to discover, Johnny has returned
not just to help those he loves, but to uncover a purpose even he cannot comprehend--one that will change them all
forever. An unforgettable story of loving and letting go, of mixed blessings and second chances, Johnny Angel is a
celebration of life, hope, and forgiveness. It will make you laugh and cry…and hold your loved ones just a little bit closer.
Southern Lights
Summary of Prodigal Son
By Danielle Steel | Includes Analysis
Sisters
Undercover
Prodigal SonRandom House
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From Danielle Steel comes a heartwarming and inspirational novel about a mother and daughter who face
challenges, cope with celebrity, and overcome tragedy while maintaining the outward appearance of . . . A PERFECT LIFE The epitome of
intelligence, high-powered energy, and grace, Blaise McCarthy is an icon in the world of television news, asking the tough questions and
taking on the emotionally charged issues of world affairs and politics with courage and insight. A single mother, she manages her wellPage 3/8
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ordered career meticulously, always prepared on the air or interviewing world-renowned figures and heads of state. To her audience,
Blaise seems to have it all. But privately, and off the set, there is another untold story she has kept hidden for years. Blaise’s teenage
daughter, Salima, was blinded by Type 1 diabetes in childhood, and her needs have kept her away in a year-round boarding school with
full-time medical care and assistance ever since. When Salima’s school closes after a tragedy, Salima returns to her mother’s New York
City apartment, and suddenly they face challenges they’ve never had to deal with before, and that Blaise feels ill-equipped to handle. A
new caretaker provided by Salima’s school creates as many problems as he solves. Handsome, accomplished, thirty-two-year-old Simon
Ward, with strong opinions on every topic, questions how mother and daughter view themselves and each other. Simon opens new doors
for both of them and refuses to accept Salima’s physical limitations. He turns their world upside down, and the three become friends.
Then everything starts to unravel and Blaise can’t keep her two worlds separate anymore. A beautiful young anchorwoman is hired at the
network; it is no secret that she is being groomed to take Blaise’s place. Her career as she has known it is threatened, and her previously
well-ordered life feels totally out of control. For the first time, Blaise’s life is not perfect, but real. In this unforgettable tale, the
incomparable Danielle Steel has written a novel that pulsates with emotion and honesty as three people face the truth about themselves.
A Perfect Life is about what we do when facades fall away and we can no longer run from the truth. As old ideas fail, everything changes,
and life is suddenly brand-new. Praise for A Perfect Life “A classic Steel story, with a mother and daughter keeping up appearances as
they overcome tragedy and learn a thing or two about themselves.”—Library Journal “It’s the lessons learned by the mother-daughter duo
about love, loyalty and family that bring them closer together than ever before in Steel’s latest heartwarming page-turner.”—Closer
Weekly
In this heartfelt, incisive novel, Danielle Steel celebrates the virtues of unconventional beauty while exploring deeply resonant issues of
weight, self-image, sisterhood, and family. A chubby little girl with ordinary looks, Victoria Dawson has always felt out of place in her
family, especially in body-conscious L.A. While her parents and sister can eat anything and not gain an ounce, Victoria must watch
everything she eats, as well as endure her father’s belittling comments about her body and see her academic achievements go
unacknowledged. Ice cream and oversized helpings of all the wrong foods give her comfort, but only briefly. The one thing she knows is
that she has to get away from home, and after college in Chicago, she moves to New York City. Landing her dream job as a high school
teacher, Victoria loves working with her students and wages war on her weight at the gym. Despite tension with her parents, Victoria
remains close to her younger sister, Grace. Though they couldn’t be more different in looks, they love each other unconditionally. So
when Grace announces her engagement to a man who is an exact replica of their narcissistic father, Victoria worries about her sister’s
future happiness, and with no man of her own, she feels like a failure once again. As the wedding draws near, a chance encounter, a
deeply upsetting betrayal, and a family confrontation lead to a turning point. Behind Victoria is a lifetime of hurt and neglect she has tried
to forget. Ahead is a challenge and a risk: to accept herself as she is, celebrate it, and claim the victories she has fought so hard for and
deserves. Big girl or not, she is terrific and discovers that herself.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this rich, involving novel from Danielle Steel, a woman’s life catapults from the old to the new, as she
learns to seize the moment. COUNTRY Stephanie Adams is a devoted stay-at-home mother, married to a successful lawyer in northern
California, in a dead marriage she’s stayed in for years for the sake of her children. Then, on a ski trip in Squaw Valley, her fifty-two-yearold husband dies suddenly and all bets are off. Despite her children’s grief, and her own conflicting emotions and loneliness, Stephanie
tries to move on, but struggles to find herself as an independent individual after years of giving up her life for everyone else. A spur-ofthe-moment road trip and fork in the road lead her to Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon, and a chance meeting—and her whole life changes
forever. She meets country music megastar Chase Taylor, who opens his whole world to her. Stephanie is no longer the same woman,
and can’t be anymore. A new man. A new life. The excitement of Nashville. She discovers not only Chase, but herself. The music is
bittersweet and the lyrics true in his dazzling, exotic, and honest world. As it deftly explores the complex ties between spouses, children,
lovers, and friends, and dances between the past and the future, Danielle Steel’s moving novel brilliantly captures the shock of sudden
loss, and the freedom it can bring. Here America’s most beloved novelist shares the enduring power of seizing the day. Carpe diem.
A young San Francisco lawyer's life changes when he meets the perfect stranger in the beautiful Raphaella, the sheltered daughter of a
European banker and restless wife of a much older man. By the author of Lightning. Reissue.
A Perfect Stranger
Pure Joy
Honor Thyself
Magic

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A shocking accident. A little girl struggling to survive. And the childless aunt who transforms
her own world to help her . . . Danielle Steel’s deeply moving novel is a story of resilience and hope. Paige Watts is the ultimate stage
mother. The daughter of Hollywood royalty, Paige channels her acting dreams into making her own daughter, Emma, a star. By the
age of nine, Emma is playing a central role in a hit TV show. Then everything is shattered by unforeseeable tragedy. Now Emma is
living with her aunt Whitney, who had chosen a very different path from her sister’s. Whitney was always the studious older sister,
hating the cult of celebrity that enveloped their childhood. Instead, she is a psychiatrist who lives for her work and enjoys a no-stringsattached love affair with a wealthy venture capitalist. But at a moment’s notice, Whitney drops everything to help her niece. Once
famous, outgoing, and charismatic, Emma is now a shadow of her former self—without speech, without memory, lost and terrified. But
with her aunt Whitney’s help, along with a team of caregivers and doctors, Emma begins to find her way, starting her young life all
over again—and changing the lives of everyone around her. Emotionally gripping and richly involving, Silent Night explores how the
heart has mysterious healing powers of its own, and blessings happen when we think all is lost.
Becoming bitter enemies after growing up in a peaceful hometown, twin brothers, including a manipulative schemer and one who
leaves, reunite after 20 years amid shattering revelations that test their bond and survival. By the #1 best-selling author of Pegasus.
This is a Summary & Analysis of Prodigal Son.Prodigal Son is the story of a man who loses everything that he considers important in
his life only to discover how much more there is to happiness. His process of self-discovery includes reconciling with his long estranged
twin brother, divorcing his wife, and then discovering a shocking secret that changes everything. The story has twists, turns, and
revelations and the main character evolves along with the story. This companion to Prodigal Son includes: * Summary of the book*
Character Analysis* A Discussion on Themes * and much more!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Every woman makes choices. And no one has made more difficult choices than Olivia Grayson.
The enormously successful businesswoman missed out on much of her children’s lives while she built her legendary home-furnishings
empire. In Danielle Steel’s character-rich new novel, Olivia faces the past, tries to balance the present, and makes amends where due,
while still running her vastly successful business. THE SINS OF THE MOTHER As a way of making up to them for time lost, Olivia
spends months every year planning a lavish holiday that everyone in her family will enjoy. This summer she has arranged a dream trip
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in the Mediterranean on a luxurious yacht, which she hopes will be the most memorable vacation of all. Her lavish gesture every year
expresses her love for them, and regret at all the important times she missed during her children’s younger years. Her younger
daughter, Cassie, a hip London music producer, refuses the invitation altogether, as she does every year. Her older daughter, Liz, lives
in her mother’s shadow, with a terror of failure as she tries to recapture her dream of being a writer. And her sons, John and Phillip,
work for Olivia, for better or worse, with wives who wish they didn’t. In the splendor of the Riviera, this should be a summer to
remember, with Olivia’s children, grandchildren, and daughters-in-law on board. But as with any family gathering, there are always
surprises, and no matter how glamorous the setting things don’t always turn out as ones hopes. Family dynamics are complicated, old
disappointments die hard, and as forgiveness and surprising revelations enter into it, new bonds are formed, and the future takes on a
brighter hue. And one by one, with life’s irony, Olivia’s children find themselves committing the same “sins” for which they blamed
their mother for so many years. It is a summer of compassion, important lessons, and truth. The Sins of the Mother captures the many
sides of family love: complex, challenging, funny, passionate, and hopefully enduring. Along the way, we are enthralled by an
unforgettable heroine, a mother strong enough to take more than her fair share of the blame, wise enough to respect her children for
who they really are, and forgiving enough to love them unconditionally. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Danielle Steel's
Winners.
Twin brothers are reunited after twenty years of silence and blame when the prodigal son returns home . . . In a matter of days, Peter
McDowell loses everything he has worked so hard for – including his marriage. Stripped of everything, he has only one place he can
retreat to: the home he left twenty years ago. There, he comes face to face with his brother for the first time in years. At first, Peter
dreads seeing Michael again – but to his surprise their reunion is tender and real. Only later, as Peter mulls over his late mother's
journals, does he begin to question what lies beneath Michael's perfect surface. In a race for time, Peter throws caution to the wind to
find the truth. What he discovers will change their lives, the lives of their children and an entire town for ever. A riveting novel of
secrets, salvation, and redemption from master storyteller Danielle Steel.
Secrets
A 15-Minute Summary and Analysis of Danielle Steel's Prodigal Son
Johnny Angel
Pegasus
No Greater Love
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Paris, L.A., and the world of ready to wear fashion provide rich backdrops for Danielle Steel’s deeply
involving story of a gifted designer whose talent and drive have brought her everything—except the ability to erase her past and trust
relationships. FIRST SIGHT New York. London. Milan. Paris. Fashion Week in all four cities. A month of endless interviews, parties, and
unflagging work and attention to detail at the semiannual ready to wear fashion shows—the famous prêt-à-porter. At the center of the storm
and avalanche of work is American Timmie O’Neill, whose renowned line, Timmie O, is the embodiment of casual chic, in fashion and for
the home. She has created a business that inspires, fills, and consumes her life. With an unerring instinct for what the next trend will be, an
innate genius for business, tireless labor, and sheer fearlessness, starting from nothing, over two decades Timmie has built an international
empire that has brought her enormous satisfaction and success. In a world where humility and compassion are all too rare, her humor,
kindness, integrity, and creativity are inspirational. Yet as blessed as she feels by her success, Timmie harbors the private wounds of a
devastating childhood and past tragedy. She is too smart, too experienced, and too hurt to want much in her personal life beyond a
succession of convenient, very limited relationships. Always willing to take risks in business, she never risks her heart. But despite her wellordered and highly controlled world, it turns out that Timmie O’Neill is not immune to magic when it strikes. And it strikes in Paris during
Paris Fashion Week, when an intriguing Frenchman comes into her life when she gets sick. At first, Timmie and Jean-Charles Vernier are
only patient and physician. They become confidants and friends, corresponding at a safe distance between Paris and Los Angeles once she
goes home. There is every reason why they must remain apart. But neither can deny their growing friendship and the electricity that sparks
whenever they meet. First Sight is as complex and compelling as modern life itself. Careers, families, histories, losses, duty, obligation, and
fear of losing control and getting hurt. It is a tale of daring to take risks, and losing control just enough to have a life, when the opportunity
presents itself. When two very different worlds and strong-willed people collide, everything changes in an instant, as they confront the ageold question of whether to lay oneself bare and risk intimacy—or not. Are they brave enough to face what comes next? And will they do it
together or apart? BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Danielle Steel's A Perfect Life. Praise for First Sight “A novel about love,
in all its heartbreaking and splendid forms.”—Kirkus Reviews “Steel is one of the world’s most popular authors, and this poignant romance
is sure to thrill her many loyal fans and reach many new readers, too.”—Booklist “Steel deftly stages heartstring-tugging
moments.”—Publishers Weekly
'Emotional and gripping' Daily Mail Happiness can be found in the most unexpected places . . . Ginny Carter was once a rising star in TV
news, married with a young son – until her whole world dissolved on a freeway in a single instant. In the aftermath, she somehow pieces her
life back together, but struggles to truly find meaning in her life. Then, on the anniversary of the fateful accident, she meets thirteen-yearold Blue Williams, who has been living on the streets, utterly alone. Ginny reaches out to him and slowly their friendship grows, each
becoming the family the other lost. But just as Blue is truly beginning to trust her, she learns he has been hiding a shocking secret. Ginny
wonders if she can help Blue to feel whole again, and at the same time heal herself. Blue is an emotionally gripping story of dark secrets
revealed, second chances, and the power of love and courage to overcome life’s greatest challenges.
Twin boys grow up in the same family, in the same town. Dramatically different, they become bitter enemies, even as children: one good,
one bad. One leaves his peaceful hometown, but when the prodigal son returns twenty years later, the brothersâe(tm) reunion will expose
shocking revelationsâe¦ A riveting novel of family secrets, salvation, and redemption from the worldâe(tm)s favourite storyteller Danielle
Steel.
On a June day, a young woman in a summer dress steps off a Chicago-bound bus into a small midwestern town. She doesn't intend to stay.
She is just passing through. Yet her stopping here has a reason and it is part of a story that you will never forget. The time is the 1950s,
when life was simpler, people still believed in dreams, and family was, very nearly, everything. The place is a small midwestern town with a
high school and a downtown, a skating pond and a movie house. And on a tree-lined street in the heartland of America, an extraordinary
set of events begins to unfold. And gradually what seems serendipitous is tinged with purpose. A happy home is shattered by a child's
senseless death. A loving marriage starts to unravel. And a stranger arrives—a young woman who will touch many lives before she moves on.
She and a young man will meet and fall in love. Their love, so innocent and full of hope, helps to restore a family's dreams. And all of their
lives will be changed forever by the precious gift she leaves them. The Gift, Danielle Steel's thirty-third best-selling work, is a magical story
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told with stunning simplicity and power. It reveals a relationship so moving it will take your breath away. And it tells a haunting and
beautiful truth about the unpredictability—and the wonder—of life.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this moving memoir, Danielle Steel tells the story of how she met a dog the size of a mouse with a
personality that could light up an entire room. From Minnie’s arrival at home in San Francisco to clothes-shopping jaunts in Paris, her
adventures provide the perfect backdrop for a heartfelt look at the magic that dogs bring to our lives, and how they become part of the
family, making indelible memories. We meet Steel’s childhood pug, James; and Elmer, the basset hound who was steadfastly at her side in
her struggling days as a young writer; Sweet Pea—unveiled in a Tiffany box for a dog-loving husband—and all those lucky dogs who shared
a household of nine children, other canines, and one potbellied pig. As she reflects on the beloved pets who have brought joy, and
sometimes chaos, to her home through the years, Steel also shares her thoughts on the trials and tribulations of bringing a new dog into a
household, the challenges of housebreaking and compatibility, the losses we feel forever. Filled with colorful characters (human and
otherwise), delightful photographs, practical wisdom drawn from long experience, and brimming with warmth and insight on every page,
Pure Joy is a love letter to this special relationship—and one of the most charming books yet from the incomparable Danielle Steel. Praise
for Pure Joy “The mega-selling [Danielle Steel] shares happy memories of her numerous dogs. . . . Steel brings readers into her life,
recounting delightful moments with her many dogs, the dogs her children have owned, and her newest friend, Minnie, her tiny Chihuahua.
. . . Plainly told with honesty and affection, these stories are an affirmation of the timeless connection between humans and their canine
companions.”—Kirkus Reviews “Steel doesn’t just love to write blockbusters; she loves dogs. Here’s her valentine to all the dogs she’s
raised (looking to be mostly of the small sort), with lots of black-and-white photos throughout. A heady commercial combo.”—Library
Journal
Silent Night
First Sight
Prodigal Son
Wanderlust
Country

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Danielle Steel’s powerful new novel, four trauma doctors—the best and brightest in their
field—confront exciting new challenges, both personally and professionally, when given an unusual opportunity. Bill Browning heads
the trauma unit at San Francisco’s busiest emergency room, SF General. With his ex-wife and daughters in London, he immerses
himself in his work and lives for rare visits with his children. A rising star at her teaching hospital, UCSF at Mission Bay, Stephanie
Lawrence has two young sons, a frustrated stay-at-home husband, and not enough time for any of them. Harvard-educated Wendy
Jones is a dedicated trauma doctor at Stanford, trapped in a dead-end relationship with a married cardiac surgeon. And Tom
Wylie’s popularity with women rivals the superb medical skills he employs at his Oakland medical center, but he refuses to let
anyone get too close, determined to remain unattached forever. These exceptional doctors are chosen for an honor and a unique
project: to work with their counterparts in Paris in a mass-casualty training program. As professionals, they will gain invaluable
knowledge from the program. As ordinary men and women, they will find that the City of Light opens up incredible new possibilities,
exhilarating, enticing, and frightening. When an unspeakable act of mass violence galvanizes them into action, their temporary life in
Paris becomes a stark turning point: a time to face harder choices than they have ever made before—with consequences that will last
a lifetime.
Wanderlust is the story of Audrey Driscoll. Orphaned young, Audrey has grown up caring for her eccentric millionaire grandfather
and her demanding younger sister, Annabelle, who assume she will always be there for them. Sheltered yet restless, responsible
beyond her years yet hungering for experience, Audrey is hopelessly bound until she herself makes the daring decision to leave. As
the 1930s unfold, alone, camera in hand, she will shock friends and outrage family as she plunges headlong into the wider world.
Crossing the Atlantic aboard the luxurious Queen Mary, Audrey meets James and Violet Hawthorne, who will draw her into a
sophisticated circle of artists and expatriates. And it is they who will introduce her to Charles Parker-Scott, in who Audrey will come
to recognize a twin soul, a man propelled by relentless curiosity and driven by conflicting needs for intimacy and independence.
Together they will spend an exquisite summer at Cap d'Antibes, then board the Orient Express on an adventure that will carry them
to a remote outpost in China. But at the farthest reaches of this journey Aubrey must choose again. Japan has attacked China.
Charles knows he must return to Europe at once. But Audrey becomes involved with a besieged orphanage and decides to remain in
China without Charles, caring for the abandoned children until help arrives. In time Audrey will return to America with a daughter
of her own. While she must come home to San Francisco to confront a world irrevocably changed by time, she finds she cannot stay.
From prewar Germany to London during the Blitz, from a wrenching reunion with Charles to a war zone in North Africa, again and
again she must choose between the dictates of her conscience and the yearnings of her heart. For Audrey Driscoll and the men and
women whose lives touch hers, wanderlust is the inescapable element. Born at a time when women were expected to stay close to
home and fulfill traditional roles, Audrey is compelled to follow the thread of events that will destroy the complacency of the past and
shape the future. From Europe to China, from San Francisco to North Africa, she is irresistibly drawn into a man's world of conflict,
discovery, and danger. In a vivid novel of breathtaking scope, Danielle Steel has once again surpassed herself in creating an
unforgettable tale of men and women caught in the tides of personal drama and historic event. Wanderlust is Danielle Steel's finest
journey.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Marshall Everett has traveled a twisting, perilous road from the jungles of South America to the
streets of Paris. As an undercover DEA agent, Marshall penetrated a powerful cartel and became the trusted right-hand man of a
ruthless drug lord. The price he paid was devastating, costing him everything--and everyone--he loved. Back in the U.S., on
temporary assignment to the Secret Service, on the presidential detail, Marshall performs an act of heroism that changes his course
forever. Ariana Gregory has her whole future ahead of her, with an exciting life in Manhattan and a coveted job at an online fashion
magazine. But when her father, recently widowed, is appointed U.S. ambassador to Argentina, she reluctantly agrees to accompany
him to Buenos Aires. Then an unthinkable act of violence shatters her world. Nearly a year later, Ariana arrives in Paris, on a fragile
road to recovery. There, as she strives to bury painful memories forever, she crosses paths with Marshall Everett. But dangerous
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forces watch her every move, and Ariana and Marshall will once more have to fight for their survival. In this breathtaking and
psychologically penetrating novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel explores the consequences of trauma and the
perseverance of the human spirit. In Marshall and Ariana she has created two unforgettable characters confronting extraordinary
challenges--who no longer need to face them alone.
During an annual Fourth of July family gathering, the lives of four sisters--Candy, a supermodel; Tammy, a TV producer; Sabrina,
an ambitious young lawyer; and Annie, an artist--are changed forever by tragedy as they come together to support one another and
to pick up the pieces, while one sister struggles to heal her shattered body and soul. Reprint.
Olympia Crawford Rubinstein has a busy legal career, a solid marriage, and a way of managing her thriving family with grace,
humor, and boundless energy. With twin daughters finishing high school, a son at Dartmouth, and a kindergartner from her second
marriage, there seems to be no challenge to which Olympia cannot rise. Until one sunny day in May, when she opens an invitation
for her daughters to attend the most exclusive coming-out ball in New York–and chaos erupts all around her. One twin’s excitement
is balanced by the other’s outrage; her previous husband’s profound snobbism is in sharp contrast to her current husband’s flat
refusal to attend. For Olympia’s husband, Harry, whose parents survived the Holocaust, the idea of a blue-blood debutante ball is
abhorrent. Her daughter Veronica, a natural-born rebel, agrees– while Veronica’s identical twin, Virginia, is already shopping for
the perfect dress. Then there’s Olympia’s ex, an insufferable snob, who sees the ball as the perfect opportunity for a family feud. And
amid all the hubbub, Olympia’s college-age son, Charlie, is facing a turning point in his life–and may need his mother more than
ever. But despite it all, Olympia is determined to steer her family through the event until, just days before the cotillion, things begin to
unravel with alarming speed. From a son’s crisis to a daughter’s heartbreak, from a case of the chicken pox to a political debate
raging in her household, Olympia is on the verge of surrender. And that is when, in a series of startling choices and changes of heart,
family, friends, and even a blue-haired teenager all find a way to turn a night of calamity into an evening of magic. As old wounds
are healed, barriers are shattered and new traditions are born, and a debutante ball becomes a catalyst for change, revelation,
acceptance, and love. In a novel that is by turns profound, poignant, moving, and warmly funny, Danielle Steel tells the story of an
extraordinary family–finding new ways of letting go, stepping up, and coming out...in the ways that matter most.
Rushing Waters
Big Girl
Prodigal Son by Danielle Steel | Summary & Analysis
A Novel
Power Play
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A woman who longs to avoid risk at all cost learns that men who love danger
are the most exciting in this moving novel from New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel. After
a carefree childhood, Mary Margaret Kelly came of age in the shadow of grief. Her father, a dashing
daredevil Air Force pilot, died when she was nine. Maggie saw her mother struggle to put their lives
back together. As the family moved from one city to the next, her mother warned her to beware of
daredevil men and avoid risk at all cost. Following her mother’s advice, and forgoing the magic of
first love with a high school boyfriend who was too wild to feel safe, Maggie instead sought out all
the things her mother had lost—a predictable partner, a stable home, and a regular paycheck. She chose
to marry a dependable, kind man who was a reliable husband and successful accountant. Together they had
a son and found happiness in a conventional suburban life. Until tragedy struck again. Now on her own,
feeling a sense of adventure for the first time, Maggie decides to face her fears, setting off on a
whirlwind trip from San Francisco to Rome, Paris, and Monaco. But when her travels reconnect her with
the very same irresistible, thrill-seeking man she’s spent thirty years trying to forget, Maggie
becomes terrified that rushing into love and sharing his life may very well end in disaster. But
ultimately, while Maggie tries to outrun her fears and painful memories of her past, fate will surprise
her in the most astounding of ways, as she walks the tightrope between danger and courage, and between
wisdom and love.
A tale set against the glamorous White Dinners in Paris traces the experiences of longtime participant
Jean-Philippe Dumas, who at the sides of three couples reflects on friendship, love, and magical
possibilities on a life-changing night.
A world-renowned actress falls victim to a terrifying explosion in Paris—and begins a courageous
journey of survival, memory, and self-discovery in Danielle Steel’s mesmerizing new novel. Carole
Barber has come to Paris, with its rain-slick slate roofs and winding streets, to work on her novel—and
to find herself after a lifetime in the spotlight. A legend of film and stage, Carole has set a
standard of beauty and grace, devoting herself to her family and causes around the world. But on this
cool November evening, as her taxi speeds into a tunnel just past the Louvre, a fiery instant of terror
shatters hundreds of lives—and leaves Carole alone, unconscious and unidentified in a Paris emergency
room. At the Ritz, they wonder where their famous, incognito guest has gone. From California to London,
Carole’s friends and family begin to make inquiries. Then comes a moment of shock as they all realize
that Carole is far from home and fighting for her life. In the days that follow, the paparazzi swarm. A
mysterious stranger, a man famous in his own realm, quietly visits the hospital to see the woman he
once loved and never forgot. Carole’s two grown children rush to her bedside, waiting and praying—until
the miraculous begins to happen.…But as a woman who the whole world knows slowly awakens, she knows
nothing of herself. Every detail must be pieced back together—from a childhood in rural Mississippi to
the early days of her career, from the unintentional hurt inflicted on her daughter to a fifteen yearold secret love affair that went tragically wrong. But for Carole an extraordinary opportunity has
arisen in a life-threatening crisis: a second chance to count her blessings, heal wounded hearts,
recapture lost love… and to live a life that will truly honor others—beginning with herself. A tale of
survival and dignity, of small miracles and big surprises, Honor Thyself creates an unforgettable
portrait of a public figure whose hopes, fears, and heartbreaks are as real as our own. Her courageous
journey inspires us all.
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It was the maiden voyage of the Titanic, the greatest ship ever built, and in one fatal, unforgettable
night, the sea shattered the lives and future of an extraordinary family, the Winfields. Edwina
Winfield, returning from her engagement trip to England with her fiance and her family, instantly loses
her parents, the man she loved and her dreams. Without even time to mourn, she courageously defies
convention to run her family's California newspaper and care for her five younger siblings. Unable to
forget her fiance Charles, she is determined never to marry, to hkeep her family together, and to fight
to survive as a woman alone. But Phillip, her beloved oldest brother, sets out for Harvard and
tragically betrays her trust. Madcap brother George turns to the excitement of Hollywood during its
magical days, not to the Winfield publishing empire. And lovely Alexis, who narrowly escaped death when
the Titanic went down, grows into a troubled runaway whom even Edwina's love may not be able to save.
The two youngest, Fannie and Teddy, remain with Edwina at home. Compelling and deeply moving, No
Greater Love questions a woman's choices and the price she must pay for making them. And in an
unforgettable climax, it offers an answer—as Edwina confronts the ghosts haunting her and take an
extraordinary risk for her future and her heart.
Danielle Steel sweeps us from a Manhattan courtroom to the Deep South in her powerful new novel—at once
a behind-closed-doors look into the heart of a family and a tale of crime and punishment. Eleven years
have passed since Alexa Hamilton left the South behind, fleeing the pain of her ex-husband’s betrayal
and the cruelty of his prominent Charleston family. Now an assistant D.A. in Manhattan, Alexa has
finally put her demons to rest, making a name for herself as a top prosecutor, handling the city’s
toughest cases while juggling her role as devoted single mom to a teenage daughter. But everything
changes when Alexa is handed her latest case: the trial of accused serial killer Luke Quentin. Sifting
through mountains of forensic evidence, Alexa prepares for a high-stakes trial…until threatening
letters throw her private life into turmoil. The letters are addressed to her beautiful seventeen-yearold daughter, Savannah, whom Alexa has been raising alone since her divorce. Alexa is certain that
Quentin is behind the letters—and that they are too dangerous to ignore. Suddenly she must make the
toughest choice of all—and send her daughter back to the very place she swore she would never return
to: the place where her marriage ended in heartbreak…her ex-husband’s world of southern tradition,
memories of betrayal, and the antebellum charm of Charleston. Now, while Alexa’s trial builds to a
climax in New York, her daughter is settling into southern life, discovering a part of her family
history and a father she barely knows--from the ice-cold stepmother who stole him away to a fascinating
ancestry and a half-sister and half-brothers she comes to love. As secrets are exposed and old wounds
are healed, Alexa and Savannah, after a season in different worlds, will come together
again—strengthened by the challenges they have faced, changed by the mysteries they have unraveled, and
with Savannah now at home in the southern world her mother fled. In this masterfully told tale,
Danielle Steel creates a stunning array of contrasts: from the gritty chaos of Manhattan’ s criminal
court system to the seductive gentility of the South, from the rage of a hardened criminal to the
tender bond between a mother and daughter—and a loving father who has welcomed Savannah home at last. A
novel that will catch you off guard at every turn, Southern Lights is Danielle Steel at her
electrifying best.
The Apartment
Blue
Sunset in St. Tropez
Nine Lives
Five Days in Paris

Journeying to London to do a shoot of one of the world's most celebrated writers, Soho photographer Hope Dunne is instantly attracted by
Finn O'Neill's boyish charm and accepts his invitation to his isolated Irish estate, where gaps in his history and confusing lies reveal Finn's
sociopath nature. 500,000 first printing.
Mixed Blessings
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